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os 10.12.6 download.1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a

head driving device for use with a magnetic disk apparatus, a floppy disk
apparatus, or the like. 2. Description of the Related Art Conventionally,

there is known a head driving device used for a magnetic disk apparatus,
a floppy disk apparatus, or the like. This type of known head driving
device includes a current source circuit arranged to provide a large

current in a predetermined period when a magnetic head is driven, and a
braking circuit arranged to provide a voltage to reduce a current applied
to a coil of a head driving coil. The current supplied by the current source

circuit flows through the head driving coil and the magnetic head is
driven. When the magnetic head is driven, it is controlled in such a way

that the large current flows through the head driving coil in the
predetermined period, and that the voltage supplied by the braking circuit

is larger than a potential generated at the head driving coil. In this
conventional apparatus, however, when the potential at the head driving
coil is increased in response to an abrupt increase in a current supplied to
the head driving coil, the driving force to the head driving coil is suddenly

increased. Therefore, in some cases, the magnetic head is damaged.
Another conventional head driving device is disclosed in Japanese Patent
Publication Laid-Open No. Sho 63-213411. This conventional apparatus is

arranged to include a control circuit for performing on-off control to
intermittently supply the large current in the predetermined period, a
current detecting circuit for detecting a current flowing in the coil and

voltage detecting circuit for detecting a potential of the coil. The potential
is reduced when the current supplied to the coil is abruptly increased, and
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a value obtained by adding a predetermined amount to the potential is
compared with a predetermined threshold value by the control circuit so
that the current supplied to the coil is reduced when the large current is
intermittently supplied. In the apparatus described above, however, the

drive of the magnetic head is interrupted when the potential of the coil is
increased by a large amount, and the current supplied to the coil is

reduced
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remove "fdisk "/dev/sda" completely and partition it automatically? I am

trying to remove "fdisk "/dev/sda" completely and partition it
automatically by using fdisk -l /dev/sda. Then create a part for /usr and a

partition for /home. A: If you just want to break up your drive into
filesystems, you can: unmount the disk drive run sudo fdisk /dev/sda then

type p (for print) to print a list of partition table information type n (to
erase the current partition table) type p (to print a partition table) type l

(for list) to view the current partition table type t (to change partition type
to 83) type 1 (to create a new primary partition) type ext3 (for filesystem)

hit Enter/Return type 83 (for type) hit Enter/Return hit d (for delete) hit
Enter/Return hit m (for change) hit q (for quit) hit Enter/Return to return to

the main menu type w (for write) hit Enter/Return hit q (for quit) type u
(for unmount) hit Enter/Return type p (to print a partition table
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